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Equivalent Viscous Damping Procedure? for Multi-material Systems
t>y

ll.f'hvori and P. IV
Arqoune National Laboratory, Aryonne, Illinois

I. Introduction

Nuclear power plants are composed of multi-material systems.

Seisiiiic iiivlysis of nuclear power p 1,; i;! -j is lknioii in scope due Lo li'iiiUv

tions in available mathematical techniques and lack of adequate experimental

verifications. Accounting of accurr.te viscous da-iping effects always presents

a prolilem within available nVitheitiaticf.l techniques. Kurther devploprents in

mathematical techniques dre required to incorporate viscous damping effects

accurately.

In the normal mode method of dynamic analysis the damping effects

are accounted generally as proportionality functions to the stiffness or/and

mass matrix of the system. One form of d.jmpinr] funri [•••;, proposK! in

Ref. 1 is,

[C] = a [H] + B [K]

where a and B are real constants,

[C] is the damping matrix of the system

[H] is the mass matrix of the system and

[K] is the stiffness matrix of the system.

It should be noted that t^ere are several damping proportionality

functions have been proposed in the literature which are not discussed in

detail.

However, if the damping is non-proportional the uncoupling of

differential equations of motion is no longer possible (except in the

case of linear damping) as is required in the case of normal mode method of

analysis.

In response spectrum method of analysis of a system the response

is related to the frequency of a simple harmonic exciting function. The

difficulties in using appropriate expression of the damping forces in

obtaining the solutions to differential equations of motion, as outlined



above, are inherent. Refs. 1 and 2 include? a discussion on a practical way

cf replacing the damping forces in a systnm by an equivalent viscous damping

causing tfio same amount of enercjy dissipation.

Some structures are quite complicated for which a lumped mass re-

presentation for the purpose of dynamic analysis can not be represented and

a substructuring method of finite elements is required for accurate results.

However, the substructuring method of analysis is often considered difficult

and impractical and thereby avoided. When substructuring method of analysis

is performed the equivalent viscous damping approach recommended in Ref. 1

can not be used directly.

In the following a procedure to evaluate and use equivalent viscous

damping coefficient in conjunction with the substructure method of finite

element analysis, which was covered briefly in Ref. 4, is outlined in detail.

]1. Equivalent Viscous Damping Approach

The procedures used to determine the equivalent viscous damping

for the seismic analysis are consistent with the criteria given in "U.S.

Nuclear Regulatory Commission Standard Review Plsn" Section 3.7. Appropri-

ate critical damping values for structures or components are selected from

Regulatory Guide 1.61, "Damping Values for Seismic Design of Nuclear Power

Plants." Table 1 shows the damping ratios for different materials within

each substructure of a pool-type LMFBR. Composite modal damping values are

determined based on an energy proportional damping method.

A procedure using the ANSYS computer program to obtain the response

spectrum analysis of a substructured system which includes composite modal

damping is outlined. The analysis is done in two parts: (1) to obtain

frequencies and mode shapes and (2) post processing to combine modes for

total response.



Only one spectrum is used for frequency analysis. Based on

the frequency, a modal clamping factor is calculated for each mode and is

then used to obtain the response for the correct damping value in the

moda1 summation.

Modal damping factors are calculated in two steps. First,

an equivalent damping factor is calculated 1 or each mode of each substructure

by using strain energy as a weight function and proportioning critical

damping factors for each material in the substructure. These substructure

damping factors are then proportioned to obtain the equivalent damping

factors for each mode, using either substructure strain energy or kinetic

energy as the weight function.

The final response is obtained by modal summation using POST

7. A linear factor is applied to each modal response to account for its

correct equivalent Viscous damping. The detailed procedure is shown

as follows:

A. Assumptions

1. One response spectrum is used for ANSYS frequency

analysis.

2. ANSYS calculates and prints the total strain

energy and kinetic energy for each mode for

all elements having the same material number.

Although the same material will be used in

more than one substructure, a different material

number will be assigned for that material in

each substructure to obtain the strain energy

and kinetic energy for each substructure.



E. Calculation of Equivalent Viscous Damping Factors

1. Equivalent viscous damping factors are

calculated for each substructure

using the strain energy proportion in

Equation 1 for each mode considered

in the analysis,

nm ne

I I EiJR
0=1 i=l

whore

D^R = equivalent viscous damping factor for R^h mode for the K^1

substructure;

E-jjR = strain energy (*T|<t) for ith element of finite element mesh and

j t n material of the Kth substructure;

cij = fraction of critical damping for j * n material of the K̂ '1

substructures;

ne = number of elements;

nm = number of materials;

* = modal vector obtained from frequency analysis of the entire

system.

ANSYS computes and prints DKR for each substructure for every mode. Note

that D|(R = dj for substructures consisting of one material.



2. Equivalent viscous damping factors are

calculated for each mode of the"entire

system, using a strain energy proportion

(Equation 2) or a kinetic energy propor-

tion (Equation 3).

nk

I

K=l

nK

£* KEKRDKR

c -*|
Z KEKR
K=l

where

DR = equivalent viscous damping factor for Rtn mode

of the system based on strain energy approach;

DR = equivalent viscous damping factor for Rtn mode

of the system based on kinetic energy approach;

= substructure strain energy obtained from ANSVS

for R*h mode in the Ktn substructure;

= substructure kinetic energy obtained from ANSYS

for R*-h mode in the K^n substructure;

DKR = equivalent viscous damping factor for Rth mode

in the K*n substructure calculated by Equation (1)

nK = number of substructures.



C. Improvements to Eqs. (1), (2) and (3).

As recommended by Ref. (5), for a system containing

elements having viscous and hysteretic damping ,

modification to the procedure outlined in Ref. 1

is necessary. For the substructured system

the procedure outlined above needs to be

modified in this case. The modified forms

of Eq. (1) become:

nm ne

•̂  run rr

nm ne

Z Z EijRDj
ri 1=1 (5)

E i j R

and Dj is the hysteretic damping coefficient and Sj is the viscous

damping coefficient for the j ^ 1 material of the K t n substructure.

SKR and D«R are viscous and hysteretic damping factors

respectively for Rth mode of the Ktfl substructure.



WR = Frequency of the Rtn mode of overall structure,

wj = Reference frequency for itn element,

associated with Sj and Dj.

All other terms in the above equation are as defined for

Eq. (1). The mortified form of Ec>. (2) becomes:

(6)
K

Z SEKR
K=l

The modified form of Eq. (3) becomes:

R ( )
nK

2, KEKR
K=l

where

«KR = Equivalent Viscous damping factor for

Rtn mode in K**1 substructure calculated in

Eq. (4).

DKR = Equivalent hysteretic damping factor for Rtn

mode in Kth substructure. Calculated in Eq. (5).

&>K = Reference frequency for the K^h substructure

associated with 6KR and D^R.



0. Total Response Calculation

The system response is c'ltninod usinq fidal smmation contained

in the P0S1 7 post processor of ANSYS. Using the damping factors

in Part C and Equation (8), linear factors arc calculated whicn

are used to scale the response for the correct damping in a given

mode.

FR = UDR (8)
•DOR"

FR = the linear multiplier for Rtn mode;

UQR= the spectral value corresponding to frequency

of Rtn mode and damping DR (or OR)

UOR= the spectral value corresponding to frequency

of Rtn mode and damping DQ;

Dg = percent critical damping for response spectra used

in ANSYS frequency analysis;

DR, DR = damping factors defined by equations (6) and (7),

respectively. ^DR and UOR may be obtained from the

response spectra for multiple damping values as

illustrated in Fig. 1.



E. Response Spectra Analysis Flow Using ANSYS and Energy

Proportional Damping.

Use ANSYS frequency analysis

one value of critical

damping.

{
Calculate equivalent damping

factor using strain energy

proportional damping for

each substructure in each

mode (equations 4 and 5).

I
Calculate equivalent damping

factor for each moae in

the entire system by using

substructure energy as the

as the weight function

(equations 6 or 7).

Using damping factors to

obtain linear factors (FR) for

each mode.

Obtain system response

through modal summation

using POST 7 of ANSYS and

FR multipliers.
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TABLE 1. Components Damping Values in a Pool-type LMFBR

Damping Ratio {%)substructure Name Matrix No. Structure

bHXU

SPX11

SPX12

SPX23

SPX34

SPX35

SPX46

SPX47

SPX48

SPX59

SPX610

SPX711

SPX712

SPX813

SPX914

SPX915

SPY116

SPY217

SPY318

SPY419

SPY520

SPFL

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

Deck Structure 4

IHXl-Bolt Conc/Steel/Fluid 7/4/10

Piping of IHX1 2

Pump-1 Bolt Conc/Steel/Fluid 7/4/10

IHX2-Bolt Conc/Steel/Fluid 7/4/10

Piping of IHX2" 2

Large Rotation Plug 4

Small Rotation Plug 4

Removable Reactor 4

Guard Vessel 4

Skirt Support/Reinforced

Concrete 4/7

IHX3-Bolt Conc/Steel/Fluid 7/4/10

Piping of IHX3 2

Pump-2 Bolt Conc/Steel/Fluid 7/4/10

IHX4-Bolt Conc/Steel/Fluid 7/4/10

Piping of IHX4 2

Primary Vessel 4

Thermal Baffle 4

Redan 4

Fixed Reactor 4

Trapped Fluid 10

Free Fluid 10



PERIOD

Fig. 1. Graphical Representation of Method to ubtain Lic-nr
Mult ipl iers Required for Modal Superposition
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THE INSIDE TRACK Section III
Page 33

PROOFREADERS' MARKS

In editing, it may be necessary to indicate additions, deletions, corrections
in punctuation, spelling, etc. For this purpose, standard proofreaders' marks
are used. They are readily understood by the editor and the typist. They
should be a part of the knowledge of each typist. Listed below are the most
commonly used marks, with an example to illustrate how each is used. A
dictionary also supplies a list of proofreaders' marks.

MARK

?

A

V*

fn

CORRECTION

Period required

Comma required

Semicolon required

EXAMPLE

P
He arrived at noonfHe slept.

He arrived at noon^signed in, and . . .

I do not know now^I will advise Friday.

Quotation marks required He s a i d , I w i l l advise Fr iday .

Hyphen required

Dash required

Begin a paragraph

No paragraph

Use capital letters

Use lower-case letters

Use lower-case letters
with initial caps

Close up extra space

if

2tt

V

A

Insert a space

Insert more than one
space

Add an exponent

Add a subscript

Delete a letter

Delete a word or
sentence

Ue are using the punchedAcard system.

. . . In this mannerAor do it this way.

An illustration should be drawn carefully.
©Occasionally a photo . . .

An illustration should be drawn . . .
Tlo & Occasionally a photo . . .

Mr. Smith works for Sandia corporation.

The y!an arrived at the gate.

We refer to our own J$$'/ C. llfatyf.

Close up s pace entirely.

Insert ^space.

The following people :/rohn, Bill . . .

3/
10 I/grams

HO -

6/
Deplete

y
Cross t;ie *idw4<r word ou t .

JANUARY 1966


